Accompanying person:
Discover the Cevennes
Relax and unwind
We invite you to come and enjoy a stay
in the heart of the Cévennes National Park,
an exceptional setting listed
in UNESCO's heritage.
The "Discovery of the Cévennes" package includes:
the welcome dinner; five nights, breakfasts and lunches; an informal aperitif;
accommodation according to the package chosen (Eco or Comfort) with your spouse,
4 sightseeing visits with entrance fees included: the Cirque de Navacelles, Mount
Aigoual, the town of Meyrueis and the abyss of Bramabiau; a tasting of local products.

Cirque de Navacelles

Spectacular maze 300m
deep and 2km wide,
classified in French
national heritage

Mount Aigoual

Meyrueis

Breathtaking 360°c view of Mont Between the Causse and
Aigoual and visit of the Meteosite, the Cévennes, a charming
the last mountain weather
town rooted in history with
forecasting observatory in France

its medieval vestiges

Bramabiau’s
Abyss

Cavity from which
an underground
river emerges, a
listed natural site

Rate in Eco pack: 440 euros
Village La Pommeraie (Le Vigan)
Situated in a 3-hectare wooded park
bordered by a river, 10mn walk from Le Vigan

Rate in Comfort pack: 540 euros
Hotel Mas de la Prairie**(Le Vigan)
Fully renovated stone building in a quiet
setting, 10 minutes walk from Le Vigan.

Aigoual Cévennes Domain (Meyrueis)
A cosy, calm and green setting, near Meyrueis,
on 3 hectares of wooded land.

Hotel Family & Spa*** (Meyrueis)
A warm and cosy setting for this hotel with
newly decorated and comfortable rooms in
the heart of Meyrueis.

Just like your spouse,
pamper yourself with the
"Well-being" program
This includes : 1 muscular awakening session + 1 yoga initiation class + 1
Nordic Walking outing + 1 morning 100% Relaxation (spa & jacuzzi) in a
private area + 1 Relaxation & Breathing workshop.

Rate « WELL-BEING » program : 95 euros / person
5 registrations minimum

am

pm

Monday
13/09/21

Muscullar awakening
Cirque de Navacelles : guided tour of the 3
lookouts

Break at Navacelles - Swim in the
river - optional 2-hour walk to the
Moulin de la Fou

Tuesday
14/09/21

100% pamper yourself morning: Initiation to
Yoga, spa/jacuzzi in a private natural setting

free

Wednesday

free

15/09/21

Transfert Le Vigan → Meyrueis
Tasting of local products at the Maison de
l'Aigoual, guided tour of Mont Aigoual and the
Meteosite

Thursday
16/09/21

Nordic Walking on the Causse Méjean
Workshop on breathing and relaxation
techniques

Guided tour of Meyrueis

Friday
17/09/21

Transfert Meyrueis → Le Vigan
Visit of Bramabiau’s abyss

Lunch at Le Vigan - End of stay

Information on accompanying person pack: Cynthia
contact@campilaro.com / +33 (0)6 81 59 35 04
Booking Frédéric
frederic@tourea.com / +33 (0)6 51 61 05 15
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The typical week of your holiday in the heart of the Cévennes
(option WELLNESS in orange)

